We consider the problem of clustering functional data while jointly selecting the most relevant features for classification. This problem has never been tackled before in the functional data context, and it requires a proper definition of the concept of sparsity for functional data.
Introduction
In a clustering problem, it is unlikely that the real underlying groups differ in all the features considered. In most situations, only a limited number of features is relevant to detect the clusters. This is a known fact, part of the folk knowledge on cluster analysis dealing with vector data in R p , and it further complicates the analysis as much as the number of features p is larger than the sample size N . We want to consider, here, methods that are able to cluster data while also selecting their most relevant features. Such clustering methods are called sparse. Sparse clustering has, at least, three advantages: firstly, if only a small number of features separates the clusters, it might result in a more accurate identification of the groups when compared with standard clustering. Moreover, it helps the interpretation of the final grouping. Finally, it reduces the dimensionality of the problem.
Sparse clustering methods for multivariate data have already been proposed. When dimensional reduction is the major focus, a common approach to non-parametric classification is based on Principal Component Analysis (Gosh and Chinnaiyan, 2002; Liu et al., 2003) .
However, the use of PCA does not necessary lead to a sparse solution, often not even efficient, since principal components are usually linear combinations of all the features considered, i.e.
very few loadings are zero. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the reduced space identified via PCA contains the signal that one is interested in detecting via clustering (see the study perfomed in Chang (1983) ). Indeed sparse PCA clustering methods for vector data have been recently proposed, see for instance Luss and d'Aspremont (2010) and references therein.
Model-based approaches to clustering have also been extensively studied in recent years, and they generally assume data to be generated from a mixture of Gaussian distributions with K components (Fraley and Raftery, 2002; McLachlan and Peel, 2000) . In the past decade it has been realized that the performance of model-based clustering procedures can be degraded if irrelevant or noisy variables are present. Hence, many efforts have been made to develop variable selection for model-based clustering: the proposal by Raftery and having w(·) and the data grouping as solutions, and enforce sparsity via a proper penalty or constraint on w(·). Note that variable selection in model-based clustering requires strong modelling assumptions, which are often too restrictive in the functional context; this is the main reason why a regularization approach is preferred in this context. However, differently from Witten and Tibshirani (2010) , the constraint ensuring the sparsity of the solution is a hard thersholding operator, meaning that the solution w(·) has to be non-zero only on a portion of the domain. As a by product of this formulation, we also derive a new formulation for the sparse clustering problem in finite dimensions, with the hard thersholding operator.
In this sense, our proposal in finite-dimensions is a limiting case of the lasso-based proposal by Witten and Tibshirani (2010) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review the sparse clustering framework proposed in Witten and Tibshirani (2010) for finite dimensional data, and we recall their main result with the aim of helping the reader in noticing the analogies and differences with our approach. We introduce our hard thresholding proposal to sparse clustering in the finite dimensional setting, and we state the existence and uniqueness of the solution to this problem. In Section 3, after defining the theoretical setting and focussing on the meaning of features selection in infinite dimensions, we state the variational problem defining sparse clustering for functional data, and prove the existence and uniqueness of its solution. In Section 4 we test our method on synthetic data, while also comparing it to other multivariate and functional clustering approaches. An application to the analysis of the Berkeley Growth Study data, a benchmark in functional data analysis, is described in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6 with a discussion, where we also give a perspective on future developments. All simulations and analysis of real datasets are performed in R (R Development Core Team, 2011).
Multivariate Sparse Clustering
Let X ∈ R N ×p be the data matrix, and let us indicate with X j , j = 1, . . . , p the j-th column of X, including the values of the j-th feature for all data in the sample. Many clustering methods can be expressed as a maximization problem of the form
where g j (X j ; C 1 , . . . , C K ) is some function that involves only the j-th feature of the data, and C 1 , . . . , C K is a partition of the N data into K disjoint sets. K-means clustering lies in this general framework, with g j (·) being the between clusters sum of squares for feature j. Witten and Tibshirani (2010) define sparse clustering as the solution to the following maximization problem max
subject to w
The weighting vector w ∈ R p has the role of feature selector, achieved by the lasso-type constraint on the 1 norm. The other constraints are obvious: w must have at most unitary Euclidean norm, and it must be non-negative. The tuning parameter s is specified by outer information.
The proposal in Witten and Tibshirani (2010) is to tackle the optimization problem (2) via an iterative algorithm, that alternatively seeks the maximum in w by holding C 1 , . . . , C K fixed, or finds the best partition C 1 , . . . , C K by holding the weighting vector w fixed, until no significant variation in the weight vector w is observed. Convergence to a global optimum is not achieved in general, but we are guaranteed to increase the objective function at each iteration. When w is fixed, the best partition is found by using a standard clustering procedure to a weighted version of the data. When the aim is optimizing (2) with respect to w by holding C 1 , . . . , C K fixed, the problem can be written as
where a ∈ R p is such that its j-th component is a j = g j (X j ; C 1 , . . . , C K ). For x ∈ R and c ≥ 0, define S(x, c) = sign(x)(|x| − c) + to be the soft thresholding operator. For ease of notation we allow for the operator S to be applied component-wise to vectors of R p .
Then, the following result holds, directly from Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004))
Proposition 1 (Witten and Tibshirani (2010) ).
where x + denotes the positive part of x ∈ R and ∆ = 0 if that results in w 1 ≤ s; otherwise, ∆ > 0 is chosen to yield w 1 = s.
Instead of enforcing sparsity with a lasso-type 1 constraint on the norm of w, our proposal consists in forcing a certain number of components of w to be exactly zero, i.e. reformulate the same problem with respect to a counting measure. This would mean defining multivariate sparse clustering as the solution to the following maximization problem
subject to w 2 2 ≤ 1, w j ≥ 0 for j = 1, . . . , p and µ ({j :
where µ indicates the counting measure on Ω = {1, ..., p}. The weighting vector w ∈ R p (feature selector) is now forced to have exactly m components equal to zero, where m is an integer such that 0 ≤ m < p. There is a relation between the parameter s in (1) and the parameter m we are introducing here, since for small values of s some components will indeed be null. However, the solution of problem (4) is a hard-thresholding solution, which the soft-thresholding solution found by optimizing (2) can recover only for some limiting values of s. It will be shown via simulation studies that this hard thresholding strategy reduces the misclassification error in a high-dimensional (non necessarily functional) setting.
The optimization problem (4) can be tackled by an iterative algorithm. Hence, we only need to consider the following constrained optimization problem
subject to w 2 ≤ 1, w j ≥ 0 for j = 1, . . . , p and µ ({j : w j = 0}) = m, Problem (5) has a unique solution w * ∈ R p whose components are:
w 2 ≤ 1, w j ≥ 0 for j = 1, . . . , p and µ ({j : w j = 0}) = m}. The function f is continuous on D and D is a compact subset of R p , being the finite union of closed and bounded sets.
Therefore problem (5) has a solution. Let w be a solution of problem (5) and set A = {j :
w j > 0}. The set A and the set B coincide. Indeed the two sets have the same number of elements. If they were not the same set, there would exist an i ∈ A \ B and a j ∈ B \ A such that, by switching the value w i with the value w j , one could construct aw ∈ R p (satisfying the constraints of problem (5)) such that f (w) > f (w), against the assumption that w is a solution of problem (5). In fact, set:
Then w 2 ≤ 1,w j ≥ 0 for j = 1, . . . , p and µ ({j :w j = 0}) = m, while
Thus A and B coincide. Therefore, if w is a solution of (5),
where the first inequality is Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the second follows from the fact that w 2 ≤ 1. Take w * ∈ R p with components
Then w * satisfies the constraints of problem (5) , where the second equality is true because
, beingw a solution of (5). Since w 2 ≤ 1, and cos(θ) = 1/ w 2 , then w 2 = 1. Hence cos(θ) = 1, and
proving that the solution of problem (5) is unique.
We remark that the uniqueness of the solution given by Theorem 1 depends on the hypothesis of having no ties in the vector b, because ties make the sorting of b not unique.
However, this assumption seems reasonable in practice, being b the vector describing cluster separation (e.g., the Between-Clusters Sum of Squares (BCSS) in case of K-means) with respect to each feature.
Having found the unique optimal weighting vector, given by Theorem 1, we are guaranteed that also the solution to the finite dimensional sparse clustering problem (4) is unique, since the number of possible partitions of the data is finite. However, this theoretical guarantee does not solve the problem in practice, since finding the maximum over the set of all possible partitions is a combinatorial optimization problem, for which a complete enumeration search over all possible groupings of the data is computationally impractical in applications. A large number of heuristic search strategies have been proposed in the literature for ordinary weighted clustering based on criteria of the form (1). Hence, the optimization problem (4) can be tackled by an iterative algorithm where the clustering step is specified via a proper search strategy algorithm. Details on the proposed procedure are given in the next subsection. The algorithm performance will be tested in Section 4 on synthetic data.
A K-means implementation of Multivariate Sparse Clustering
We are now going to set up an algorithm which is suitable for finding the solution to problems of the form (4), where the functions g j (X j ; C 1 , . . . , C K ) correspond to the BCSS with respect to the j-th feature and in the 2 distance
and where N k is the number of elements belonging to the k-th cluster. Hence, the criterion used in our algorithm assigns higher weights to features that can cause a higher increase in the BCSS, i.e. to features with respect to which clusters can be distinguished the most.
It is well-known from the literature on cluster analysis that the K-means algorithm (Pollard, 1981; Hartigan, 1975 Hartigan, , 1978 is an optimal search strategy with respect to criterion (4), when (8) is chosen. Hence, we implement the following Multivariate Sparse K-means
Clustering Algorithm:
1. initialize C 1 , . . . , C K by running a simple multivariate K-means;
2. iterate until convergence:
(i) holding C 1 , . . . , C K fixed, use Theorem 1 to obtain the optimal weighting vector w * , where the vector (8) for each j = 1, . . . , p;
(ii) holding w = w * fixed, find the optimal partition C 1 , . . . , C K by optimizing criterion (4) with BCSS, i.e., run a K-means on the weighted data obtained
3. stop when no more changes in the partition C 1 , . . . , C K are observed at two subsequent iterations.
The optimal weighting vector is given by the w * obtained at the last (i) step, while the final clusters are given by C 1 , . . . , C K in the last (ii) step.
A quite relevant issue remains open at this point: how to select the number m of features that we expect to have associated weight w j null, for a given application? In simulation studies and real applications, m can be tuned by using a permutation approach based on the computation of a GAP statistics, that has been proved to be quite successful in Witten and Tibshirani (2010) for tuning parameter s, and in Tibshirani et al. (2001) for choosing the number of clusters K.
Functional Sparse Clustering
We now focus on the same problem when data lie in an infinite dimensional space. Let (D, F, µ) be a measure space, with µ the Lebesgue measure, and D ⊂ R compact. Let
a reasonable assumption in most applications. We further assume that a proper functional form has been reconstructed for each datum in a preprocessing step of the analysis, thanks to some smoothing technique (see Ramsay and Silverman (2005) and references therein).
We finally assume that, if a phase variability is present, data have already been aligned (see Section 6 for a discussion on this issue).
Likewise the finite dimensional case, many clustering methods for functional data can be written as a variational problem of the form
where for ease of notation we write dx instead of dµ(x). The function g(·) depends on the chosen clustering strategy; for instance, the standard K-means algorithm for functional data looks for a partition C 1 , ..., C K of the data labels that maximizes the BCSS
We first need to give a meaning to the concept of feature selection for functional data, getting inspired by the finite-dimensional case. When data are elements of R p , feature selection can be carried out by an optimal weighting vector w ∈ R p . The weighting vector w can be analytically computed according to Proposition 1 in the context of soft thresholding, and to Theorem 1 in the context of hard thresholding. The latter approach, which we suggest, consists in finding the subset S of the set of p features that discriminate the most between clusters. This idea can be adapted to functional data, provided we change the counting measure on the finite dimensional set of features with a proper measure µ on the continuum features index set D. In the functional setting the role of the feature selector can be thus played by a weighting function w : D → R. We define functional sparse clustering as the solution to a variational constrained optimization problem, where the constraints on w enforce the sparsity of the optimal solution
The weighting function w is non-negative almost everywhere on D, and it belongs to the closed unitary ball of L 2 (D), so that the optimization problem is well-posed. The sparsity of the method is ensured by the fact that w must be zero on a set of measure m. As for the weighting vector in finite dimensions, the role of w is to select the relevant features for clustering: if a Borel set B ⊂ D is not relevant for cluster identification, we should expect w(x) = 0 for x ∈ B, while if curves belonging to different clusters differ greatly in B, then w should be strictly positive on that subset, with each value w(x) reflecting the importance of x ∈ D for partitioning the data.
As for the finite dimensional case, we first focus on the problem of optimizing (11) with respect to w by holding C 1 , . . . , C K fixed. Problem (11) can be tackled via an iterative algorithm, that alternatively computes the optimal w by holding C 1 , . . . , C K fixed, or finds the best partition C 1 , . . . , C K by applying a suitable functional clustering technique, where the distance among functions is weighted according to the optimal w. We will give details on this clustering procedure in Section 3.1. We now focus on the following variational problem
where 0 < m < µ(D) < ∞, and b(x) is continuous and non-negative a.e. Since D is compact,
The function b(x) depends on the data and on the partition C 1 , . . . C K , and it defines how well the partition discriminates among clusters. Our main result states the existence and uniqueness of the solution to problem (12).
Theorem 2.
There exists a solution to problem (12) given by w(
Proof. Let {b n (x)} n∈N be a monotone increasing sequence of simple functions
forms a partition of
This is always possible thanks to the continuity of φ(t). Then, the set 
Consider w, b n ∈ R n , and the following finite-dimensional optimization problem:
. . , n and µ ({i :
n n ) . According to Theorem 1, the solution is given by the vector w * ,n = (w * ,n 1 , . . . , w * ,n n ) , where:
with
there are no ties in b n , and thus the solution in (14) is unique for every n. Now, consider the sequence of functions {w n (x)} n∈N defined as
Indeed, because of the uniform convergence of b n (x) to b(x) and the boundedness of D, we have that
and
As n → ∞, the second term in (16) vanishes because of (15), whereas for the first term we have:
which tends to 0, when n → ∞, given that b 1 (x) = 0. If b 1 (x) ≡ 0, then we take b 2 (x) in the last inequality and the result still holds. It is easy to check that w(x) satisfies the norm and the non-negativity constraints. The constraint on the measure of the sparsity set is implied by the uniform convergence and the maximality of w(x) follows from the continuity of the limit. The uniqueness a.e. of the solution is obvious.
Since the proof makes use of Theorem 1 in the simple function approximation, we do not encounter the same issues about the uniqueness of the solution which we were facing in the finite dimensional case. Indeed, if the function b(x) is constant on an interval of positive measure, it is sufficient to keep the partition {B
is constant, and let it vary on the rest. We remark that an alternative proof of this result, which completely relies on variational theory, is reported in the Appendix.
A K-means implementation of Functional Sparse Clustering
We here propose a possible iterative algorithm implementing the functional sparse clustering framework described so far. In particular, we aim at solving the variational problem in (11), where g(·) is specified by (10), and thus the solution w : D → R quantifies the increase in the BCSS that each portion of the domain D could generate. Note that we have to maximize over the infinite dimensional set of weighting functions satisfying the constraints, and jointly on the (finite, but possibly huge) set of all possible cluster assignments.
To this aim, we propose the following K-mean inspired iterative strategy, that we name
Functional Sparse K-means Clustering Algorithm:
1. initialize C 1 , . . . , C K by running functional K-means (Tarpey and Kinateder, 2003) ;
(i) holding C 1 , . . . , C K fixed, use Theorem 2 to obtain the optimal weighting function
(ii) holding w = w * fixed, find the optimal partition C 1 , . . . , C K by optimizing criterion (11) with BCSS, i.e., run a functional K-means algorithm according to the weighted measure
3. stop when there are no more changes in the partition.
The optimal weighting function is given by the w * obtained at the last (i) step, while the final clusters are given by C 1 , . . . , C K in the last (ii) step. As we already noted in the multivariate case, this kind of procedure only assures that the value of the objective functional is increased at each step, but it does not assure that a global optimum is achieved. We also remark that the same permutation-based approach for tuning m on the basis of a GAP statistics, proposed for the finite dimensional setting, can be applied here: the domain D is subdivided into a possibly large set of sub-domains, and the procedure is then applied to the observed functions after they have been randomly permuted within each sub-domain. The number of sub-domains depends obviously on the available computing power and on the data dimension.
Simulation Studies
The previously described setting for sparse clustering is here tested on synthetic data in various situations.
A simulation study for multivariate sparse clustering
Aim of the present simulation study is to compare results of our K-means implementation of multivariate sparse clustering with results given by standard K-means and by the sparse K-means proposed in Witten and Tibshirani (2010) .
The simulation is run as follows. The number of classes is set to K = 3, both for data generation and for clustering, and we generate 20 observations per class, thus leading to n = 60 data in each scenario. Only q = 10 features are responsible for differences among classes. We simulate three different scenarios, where the data dimension p is respectively equal to 50, 200, 500: this means that in the less extreme situation 20% of the features are relevant, while in the more extreme one only 2% of them are relevant. Data are independently generated from Gaussian distributions such that, for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , p, X ij ∼ N (µ ij , σ 2 ), with σ = 0.2 and
where C k , k = 1, . . . , K is the set of data belonging to the k-th cluster and 1 A (·) is the indicator function of the set A. In order to compare the different partitions we use the Classification Error Rate (CER), which equals 0 if the partitions agree perfectly, and 1 in case of complete disagreement. Note that CER also equals 1 minus the Rand index (Rand, 1971) .
We aim at checking the adherence of the detected grouping to the real known classes:
we expect both our sparse K-means and the proposal in Witten and Tibshirani (2010)be accurate in all situations, and to improve on standard K-means if the proportion of redundant features is large. Results are shown in Table 1 : we notice that both sparse methods perform well in all situations, while the performance of K-means becomes worse when a large proportion of noisy irrelevant features is present. We also notice a slightly better performance of our implementation of sparse K-means with respect to Witten and Tibshirani (2010) . The slight superiority of our sparse approach might be explained in the light of a more direct impact of the sparsity parameter m on clustering results, with respect to the s parameter of Witten and Tibshirani (2010) . In Figure 1 we compare the two methods in terms of the optimal weighting vector w, for two simulations with p = 50 (left) and p = 200 (right): in our implementation of sparse K-means, the optimal sparse parameter estimated via GAP statistics is m = 25 and m = 160 for the two simulations, respectively. This means that 50% and more than 75% of the features, respectively in the two cases, are correctly recognized as irrelevant and thus discarded from the classifier with a zero associated weight.
The result obtained with the approach described in Witten and Tibshirani (2010) , instead,
shows that a positive small weight is given to all features, thus potentially including noisy confounders in the classifier.
In conclusion, it is worth remarking that the two procedures are comparably accurate, since both correctly assign larger weights to the first 10 features, the ones that are responsible for differences in the signal distribution across classes. In our approach, though, the sparse parameter has a more straightforward interpretation in terms of the number of irrelevant features, which are immediately pointed out by a null weight.
A simulation study for functional sparse clustering
Aim of this second simulation study is to test our innovative K-means implementation of functional sparse clustering. Results will be compared with standard functional K-means.
The simulation is run as follows. The number of classes is set to K = 2, both for data generation and for clustering, with 100 observations per class, thus leading to n = 200 data 
with c = 1/2. The two true cluster mean functions are shown in Figure 3 (top-left panel): note that they are nearly equal on the first half of the domain, the only difference being a vertical shift of 1/2. On the second portion of the domain, instead, they become increasingly different for values of the abscissa x closer to 1. Therefore we expect the weighting function to give more importance to the second half of the domain, with higher values when closer to 1, and to be zero in the first half. Data are generated according to f 1 (x) and f 2 (x), for the first and second cluster respectively, with a ∼ N (3, 0.5
2 ) and b ∼ N (2, 0.25 2 ). For data belonging to the first cluster, the mean function f 1 (x) is used with c ∼ N (0, 0.5 2 ), while for data belonging to the second cluster f 2 (x) is used with c ∼ N (0.5, 0.5 2 ). Note that a noise term has not been added to the synthetic data: indeed, one of the assumptions of our proposal is that the functional form of the data has already been reconstructed (i.e., no smoothing is needed). One of the sets of synthetic data analysed in this simulation study is shown in Figure 2 : data are completely overlapped for x ∈ [0, 1/2], but cluster overlap is still consistent also for x > 1/2; a sparse clustering approach is thus needed.
First, the CER index is used to check the adherence to the real known classes of the grouping structure detected by the two clustering strategies we are comparing: after 10 repetitions of the simulation, a standard functional K-means provides an average CER of 0.3996, while sparse functional K-means results in 0.07306, a reduction of more than 80%.
The CER values for all simulations are shown in Table 2 : in all simulated scenarios, the sparse approach manages to attain a far better adherence to the real underlying grouping structure.
Secondly, we aim at extensively commenting the results of one simulation, to check the misclassification error of the two procedures, the estimated cluster mean functions, and in the case of sparse functional K-means, to inspect the estimated weighting function w. obtained in the fifth run of the simulation, whose CER value is shown in the fifth column of Table 2 , are shown in Figure 3 . As it can be appreciated from the top-right panel in the picture, the standard functional K-means does not provide a meaningful result: nearly one third of the curves are misclassified, and this also reflects on the poor estimation of cluster mean functions shown in black in the plot (they can be compared with the true cluster means, shown in the top-left panel of the same figure) . Results obtained with sparse functional K-means, instead, show a pretty nice cluster assignment, coherent with the true underlying grouping structure, and a very good estimation of the cluster mean functions.
The confusion matrices of the two partitions obtained with standard and sparse functional K-means with respect to the true labels are shown in Table 3 : with standard K-means, 30%
of the data are misclassified, while only 2.5% with sparse functional K-means.
Finally, let us consider the weighting function estimated by sparse functional K-means, and shown in the bottom-left panel of Figure 3 : the weighting function is non-zero only on the subinterval of the domain [0.521, 1], and the optimal sparsity parameter is m = .521. This is obviously pointing out the fact that the true cluster mean functions differ mostly in the second half of the domain, thus detecting precisely the region of maximal cluster distinction.
Moreover, w is a strict monotone increasing function on [0.521, 1], thus also suggesting that data belonging to different clusters distinguish most for values of the abscissa x closer to 1, as it is evident from the top-left plot in Figure 3 . 
Case Study: Berkeley Growth Data
In this section we illustrate the results obtained with sparse functional clustering on the growth curves included in the Berkeley Growth Study, a benchmark dataset for functional data analysis which is also provided in the fda package (Ramsay and Wickham, 2007) in R (R Development Core Team, 2011). Aim of this Section is to check whether a sparse approach improves the insight on these data with respect to standard techniques, and whether the weighting function w helps in the interpretation of the results. Moreover, we aim at deepening the discussion on the role of the sparsity parameter, m, in the context of a real application.
The Berkeley Growth Study (Tuddenham and Snyder, 1954 ) is one of several long-term developmental investigations on children conducted by the California Institute of Child Welfare. It includes the heights (in cm) of 93 children, 54 girls and 39 boys, measured quarterly from 1 to 2 years, annually from 2 to 8 years and then biannually from 8 to 18 years. It is reasonable to consider these data as discrete observations of a continuous process representing the height of each single child, i.e. the child growth curve. We reconstruct the growth curves by means of monotonic cubic regression splines (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) , implemented using the R function smooth.monotone available in the fda package (Ramsay and Wickham, 2007) . Estimated growth curves and velocities are shown in Figure 4 (left and We aim at comparing the results obtained via sparse functional K-means with the ones obtained with standard functional K-means. As suggested in many papers analysing the same dataset, we will focus on growth velocities. From inspection of the central panel in Figure 4 , we notice that all children show a similar growth pattern, characterized by the pubertal spurt, known in the medical literature as a sharp peak of growth velocity between 10 and 16 years. However, the children follow their own biological clocks, thus resulting in a set of velocity curves showing the main growth spurt with different timing/duration.
Moreover, a second minor feature emerges: some children also have a minor growth velocity peak between 2 and 5 years, called mid-spurt, which can be quite consistent but also absent.
We would also like this minor feature not to be confounded by phase variability. Hence, we also analyse an aligned version of growth velocities, obtained by applying 1-mean alignment:
this technique, first introduced in Sangalli et al. (2010) , has been tested on the Berkeley Growth Study, thus showing that it effectively decouples amplitude and phase variability.
Aligned growth velocities are also shown in Figure 4 (right panel).
As it can be appreciated in Table 4 , the results of sparse and standard functional 2-means of misaligned growth velocities are exactly the same: the two partitions coincide, and both estimate the gender classification quite well. Moreover, the weighting function estimated by sparse functional 2-means ( Figure 5 , left panel) mainly points out the pubertal peak period.
All these conclusions are reasonable, and quite coherent with previous findings (Sangalli et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2014) . But can we gain some further insight when analysing the aligned growth velocities sample, where phase variability has been properly removed? In conclusion, the sparse functional K-means clustering of the aligned growth velocities shows novel insight on the Berkeley Growth Study data, finally pointing out a data stratification possibly related to the children's development in the early stages of their lives. : in grey in all panels, aligned growth velocities restricred to the subset of the domain where the weighting function estimated by sparse functional 2-means has higher values. In the top panels, curves are colored according to the clustering given by sparse functional 2-means. In the center panels, they are colored according to the result of standard functional 2-means, while in the bottom panels they are colored according to gender (blue for males and pink for females).
Discussion
In this paper we have first proposed a framework for sparse clustering of multivariate data based on hard thresholding, and proved its accuracy on simulated scenarios. We have then started from this novel definition of sparse clustering for multivariate data to properly define a quite general framework for sparse clustering of functional data. We have proven the existence and uniqueness of the optimal solution, and proposed a quite general and flexible algorithm to estimate it. Finally, we have tested the method on both simulated and real data.
Given the high level of novelty and generality of the paper, there are many further directions arising from the present proposal which are worth being explored. Firstly, properly treating the possible misalignment in the data is an issue: the problem of decoupling phase and amplitude variability is often encountered in functional data analysis (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) , and we indeed face it in the applied case study of Section 5. It the context of K-means clustering it has been considered in Sangalli et al. (2010) , where the authors prove the optimality of performing clustering and alignment jointly. It would be then interesting and relevant to develop a joint sparse functional clustering and alignment method, possibly merging the two approaches.
Another interesting open issue concerns the functional measure: the variational problem (11) could have a different solution if another functional measure different from L 2 were to be considered, but we may then also not be able to prove results similar to Theorem 2. An interesting choice would be, for instance, the measure of the density generating the data.
We would then have the following formulation for problem (11)
where P(X k (ω, x), x) is a probability measure depending both on the functional variables generating the data and the domain, while C = (C 1 , . . . , C K ) is the partition. A related possibility is to cluster the data jointly with their successive derivatives, if they exist. Again, the problem is proving the existence/uniqueness of the solution in the proper functional space.
Another issue related to the variational problem concerns the optimization strategy:
it would be interesting to define an iterative procedure converging to a global maximum.
Moreover, if not solved in the previous point, it would be interesting also to try other clustering strategies. Finally, the tuning parameter m is also worth some further thoughts:
the GAP statistics-inspired criterion that we are currently using is not really generalized but just adapted to the functional case, and surely something better can be developed.
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We here give a completely variational proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. The variational problem: We will proceed in the proof deriving absurd statements if we assume that the maximizing function differs somehow from the proposed solution w(x). So, suppose w(x) is not the maximum for the functional in (20). Then, there exists another function g(x) that satisfies the constraints and
Define the set G := {x ∈ D : g(x) > 0}. We will proceed firstly by showing that, if we suppose that G differs from B for a set of positive measure, we will always be able to find another function, more similar to the defined w(x) and satisfying the constraints, that gives us a higher value in the functional in (20). Then, given that G = B [µ] −a.e., if we suppose that (21) holds and g(x) = w(x) on a set of positive measure, again we obtain contradictory statements.
So, let us observe the following considerations.
B ⊂ G, with µ(B) < µ(G) cannot happen, because g(x) would not satisfy the measure constraint.
It cannot be that G ⊂ B and µ(G) < µ(B), because, for any g satisfying the constraints, we would have:
Now, suppose that the sets G and B are different, with a non-empty intersection with each other. Specifically, let us suppose that
This is the most complicated case, therefore we initially assume B \ (B ∩ G) contains an interval J. We want to show that, given those hypotheses on the sets B and G, no matter how g is, we can build a functiong for which we reach a greater value in the functional in (20). For the sake of notation, let us set Γ : 
There exists at least one of the K i 's which has non empty intersection with Γ and that intersection is of positive measure, otherwise Γ itself is of measure zero, which would contradict the hypothesis. So, Γ ⊂ i∈I K i , with I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and take a K i (or a suitable subinterval of it, which we still call it K i , with abuse of notation) such that 0 < αµ(K i ) ≤ µ(Γ ∩ K i ) ≤ µ(J), with a suitable chosen 0 < α < 1. Choose a τ such that the set K i + τ is contained in J. The setΓ := Γ ∩ K i ⊂ K i is then translated in J and of open intervals {O n } n∈N such that B ⊂ n∈N O n and we further suppose that, for any n, the intersection B \ (B ∩ G) ∩ O n has never full measure. We can choose a suitable K i (as defined above), a O n (or suitable subintervals of those sets) and 0 < α 1 , α 2 < 1, for which:
and with
Now, let us take a translation τ mapping K i one-to-one and into O n and such that {Γ + τ } ∩ (B \ (B ∩ G)) ∩ O n = ∅. If we can show that the set {Γ + τ } ∩ (B \ (B ∩ G)) ∩ O n has positive measure, then we can re-define the map φ :Γ ∩ {(B \ (B ∩ G) ∩ O n ) − τ } → {Γ + τ } ∩ (B \ (B ∩ G)) ∩ O n and use the same construction ofg to arrive to the same conclusion. From (25) and the properties of measure, we have:
and so the claim follows.
The previous discussion allows us to consider the case with G and B having empty intersection. We can use the same procedure used in the case above, with B \ (B ∩ G)
containing an interval.
Therefore, we can assume that, necessarily, we must have µ(G B) = 0. Now, given that assumption, we show that if g(x) = w(x) on a set of positive measure, g(x) cannot be the maximum for the functional in (20).
Suppose that µ(G B) = 0 and ∃ U ⊂ B, such that µ(U ) > 0 with
with h(x) ∈ L ∞ (U ) and h(x) > 0 a.e. Then, we would obtain:
The case with
0 ≤ h(x) ≤ w(x)I U (x), is clearly rejected since such a g(x) would not be the solution for (20).
Suppose, now, that µ(G B) = 0 and ∃ U, V ⊂ B, such that µ(U ) > 0, µ(V ) > 0 with
with f (x), h(x) ∈ L ∞ (U ) and f (x), h(x) > 0 a.e. The two functions f and h have to satisfy some constraints in order for g to be admissible. So, let us compute the L 2 norm of the defined g:
Rearranging the integrals and substituting the definition of w, we obtain
For g to be admissible, then, we must have:
which leads to:
Note that the second member is negative. Now, if we evaluate the functional in (20) with such a g, we have
Thus g cannot be the maximum. We therefore conclude that w(x), as we defined it, has to be the solution to the problem.
